


We are a team where esthetics and technology blend. Using
our imaginations, we work for different brands to discover
and express themselves as well as to grow. We believe that
every drop can create a ripple, which ultimately reaches the
horizon and beyond. We strive to study brand-need and
create effective solutions with on-time delivery to connect
with our target audiences at every touch-point.



About Us
We are a bunch of innovative and simple-minded professionals, dedicated to the tasks that we
specialize in. Every member is focused with a clear direction and awareness of his or her precise
role in the Project. We create our niche in every single assignment because our aim is to not only
"do" the work but also imbibe it.

We started our voyage in 2009. Since then, we have sailed through many oceans and visited
many destinations. We have worked with many distinguished clients from varied verticals. Our
concerted efforts have helped us not only to survive in this competitive scenario but at the end,
Creative Lancer has emerged as a contributor towards creative world. Our army is made up of
able designers, developers, content writers, photographers, video-editors, and managers who
are always willing to play with ideas and create the best customer experience for our partners.
We value innovation and keep that as the corner stone of our business foundation.

Apart from on-going commercial projects, Creative Lancer also participates in many events andApart from on-going commercial projects, Creative Lancer also participates in many events and
community programs within its limited capacity. We have participated in several events, like -
Diabetes Camp for poor people, Yaas Relief Camp, Walk for Child Cancer Patients, Sanitary
Napkin Vending Machine, Green Solution for Plastic Pollution, etc.



Brand DesigningBrand Designing
At present, bringing the history of your 
brand to the forefront along with an 
emotional dimension that emphasizes on 
your visual identity is a necessity. In today's 
digital landscape, each project provides a 
unique opportunity to highlight yourself and 
the uniqueness of your brand.





Logo Designs... 



Year Book Design ... 



Brochure Design ... 



Web SolutionsWeb Solutions
To be successful in the modern market 
scenario, you need to have a professionally 
-managed, responsive website. This will 
enhance your efficiency manifold and help 
you to present your brand effortlessly at 
an international level. Most importantly, it 
will reduce your paper work drastically and 
give you an opportunity to function in the 
most modern and efficient way.most modern and efficient way.



www.sumansg.com... 



www.rkmsevapratishthan.org... 



http://dranjonndasgupta.com/



http://overmanfoundation.org/... 



http://ramakrishnamissionaalo.org



WordPress template 
designed by us… designed by us… 



Ecommerce website for a 
fashion house on which we 
are presently working … 



Designed e-bay product template… 



Web application for Patient Management… 



Web application for School Management… 



Graphics DesignGraphics Design
In general, our most of the services are fall 
under the category of graphic designing. 
However, without mentioning a few more 
things, our story will remain incomplete. 
We also delve into small AVs, video 
creating / compositing, limited animations 
for the web or AV ads, photography 
templates, e-mailers, newsletters, etc. 
Beside these, we also design publication Beside these, we also design publication 
materials with a specialized stroke.





Brochure Design ... 



Brochure Design ... 



Poster Design... 



Pre-Press Design... 



Pre-Press Design... 



Pre-Press Design... 



Our Partners

We do not encourage the "choose 
from our designs" kind of practice. We 
collaborate with clients to get the 
creative freedom necessary to explore creative freedom necessary to explore 
new dimensions. We do not reuse our 
past successful templates because we 
strive to make each project unique 
and challenging. It maximizes the 
taste of our success. A few of our 
valued partners are here -

& many more ... 



Thank youThank you
for giving us your valuable time… 

Visit us at: creativelancer.co.in


